Mr. Walter

Product Specification Sheet

Mr. Walter is a tribute to the original file pedestal that Bulo

began with in 1963. Made of wood, Mr. Walter is a contemporary
storage collection that is both functional in an office environment
as well as aesthetical and warm at home. Various accessories are
available for organisation and cushion tops can be added to create
an extra seat. Mr. Walter comes in a selection of versatile colors
with melamine or veneer finished tops.
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Bulo Designers
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The Bulo Team

consists
of architects, interior designers,
product developpers and craftsmen.
With passion for furniture and eye
for detail we strive to create products
that make people find pleasure in their
daily activities. Since the founding
of the company, we’ve always had a
great eye for tendencies in the office
and furniture industry. We’re not afraid
to explore the unexplored, which led
to the creation of multiple innovative
collections, such as the organic ‘Kei’
tables in 2008, the ‘grID’ collection
inspired by De Stijl in 2012 and the
modular ‘Dan’ series in 2014.
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Specifications
The carcass is made out of powdercoated mdf panels in mitre joint. The top panel is recessed
offering a multifunctional use for office supplies, a cup of coffee, magazines or a cushion,
allowing the pedestal to function as an additional seating element. The top panel can be
finished in various melamine or veneer finishes to match with the colour and/or material of
the table. The upper drawer of the pedestals always has a red inside drawer.
The box file drawer can be used for hanging files, but also for binders or for personal items
such as a handbag.
The pedestal can be equiped with a central locking mechanism. The lock always has a red
rose on the front.

Environment
Compared to a metal pedestal, the Mr. Walter pedestal - carcass and fronts in wood - has a
remarkably smaller ecological footprint. The production of powdercoated mdf (± 60% of the
total material) absorbs more CO2 than is emited. The production of a Mr. Walter pedestal
produces at least 50% less CO2 emission than the production of a metal pedestal.
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Types
Pedestal: Small w.324 x d.600 x h.532/583 mm

Pedestal: Medium w.424 x d.600 x h.532/583 mm

Credenza: Medium, w.794 x d.438 x h.532/583 mm

Credenza: Large, w.1194 x d.438 x h.532/583 mm
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Dimensions
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Materials
Carcass & drawer fronts

Black powdercoat

Lilly white powder coat

Top panel, bottom panel & shelf

Black powdercoat

Lilly white

Light blue

Light grey

Oak

Cherry

Black laquered oak

Ash

Walnut

Fossile oak
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Materials
Top - stained glass

Fumed oak

Teak

Zebrano

Santos rosewood

Wenge
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